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I. INTRODUCTION1

A. IDENTIFICATION OF WITNESS2

Q. What is your full name and business address?3

A. My name is Sharon B. Grove.  My business address is 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, 4

Illinois 60563.5

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?6

A. I am employed by Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor 7

Gas” or the “Company”) as its Assistant Vice President of Customer Care.8

Q. Are you the same Sharon B. Grove who presented direct testimony in this 9

proceeding?10

A. Yes.11

Q. Has your position with Nicor Gas changed since you presented your direct 12

testimony in this proceeding?13

A. Yes.  In March of this year, I was promoted to Assistant Vice President of Customer 14

Care, Nicor Gas.  As Assistant Vice President of Customer Care, I am responsible for the 15

billing and credit functions.  In addition, I coordinate the management of processes, 16

projects and policies for the customer care organization.17

B. PURPOSE AND CONCLUSIONS OF TESTIMONY18

Q. What are the purposes of your rebuttal testimony?19

A. My rebuttal testimony responds to certain aspects of the rebuttal panel testimony of 20

Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) Staff (“Staff”) witnesses Jim Agnew 21
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and Joan Howard.  My rebuttal testimony also responds to the direct testimony of 22

(1) American Association of Retired Persons (“AARP”) witness Scott T. Musser; 23

(2) Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), City of Chicago (“City”), and The People of the 24

State of Illinois, by and through Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of the State of Illinois 25

(the “AG”) (collectively, Government and Consumer Intervenors (“GCI”)) witness 26

Barbara R. Alexander; and (3) GCI witness Sandra Marcelin-Remé.  Specifically, I 27

address those portions of Staff’s rebuttal panel testimony and certain Intervenors’ direct 28

testimony discussing refunds, credits and medical payment arrangements.  In addition, I 29

update the operating costs that Nicor Gas estimates it will incur to implement the 30

proposed changes to Part 280.  Finally, I address the need to provide Nicor Gas with 31

sufficient time to make the necessary changes to its IT systems and business processes 32

once the final rule changes obtain all Commission and legislative approvals.33

Q. How is your rebuttal testimony organized?34

A. Like Staff, I have organized my rebuttal testimony to generally follow the proposed rule 35

sections from beginning to end.36

II. SUBPART G: REFUNDS AND CREDITS37

A. SECTION 280.110 REFUNDS AND CREDITS38

1. GCI Proposals39

Q. Did any party propose changes addressing the refund provisions of proposed 40

Section 280.110?41

A. Yes.  GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé makes a number of allegations regarding utility 42

action and practices concerning past due and credit amounts.  Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI 43
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Ex. 2.0, 14:344-15:384.  She asserts that utilities provide refunds for overcharges for less 44

than “the entire time frame of [an] overcharge” and limit refund periods to two years or less.  45

Id. at 14:363-66.  She then speculates that “[i]t appears that the utilities are in possession 46

of records further back than two years when a past due balance is owed to the utility 47

company.”  Id. at 14:372-73 (emphasis in original).  GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé 48

then credits utilities with having records that allow them to “bill-back indefinitely,” 49

contends those same records should support refunds under Staff’s proposed rule, and 50

asserts that Staff’s proposed Section 280.110(b)(2) would unfairly limit refunds to a two 51

year period.  Id. at 14:374-15:378.  Based on the “inequity” asserted in her testimony, she 52

then proposes two remedies.  53

First, she recommends adding language to proposed Section 280.110(b)(1) to 54

“require that the utility issue a refund based on the records of whichever party has the 55

oldest billing records.”  Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 15:378-80; GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 30.  56

Second, she recommends adding language in proposed Section 280.20 to affirmatively 57

exclude from the definition of “past due”—a phrase not used in proposed 58

Section 280.110—any unpaid amount “more than two years old.”  Id. at 15:383-384; GCI 59

Ex. 1.2, p. 6.  GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé attempts to justify her amendment of 60

“past due” based on the assertion that “Section 280.110(b)(2) should not have a two-year 61

minimum unless the utility companies will only be keeping records for two years and 62

collecting on past debts has a reciprocal, two-year maximum.”  Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI 63

Ex. 2.0, 15:381-83.64
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Q. Did Staff respond to GCI’s proposal?65

A. Yes.  Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard stated that the fairness of any 66

particular subsection should be considered against the whole rule, and observed that 67

Section 280.100(b) “contains a 1 year limit for recovery of previously unbilled service to 68

residential customers and a 2 year limit for the same with regard to non-residential 69

customers.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 55:1256-60.  They concluded that while 70

they were not opposed to GCI’s proposal, they would require further input from other 71

parties before they would consider supporting GCI’s change.  Id. at 55:1263-65.72

Q. What is your response to GCI’s proposal and Staff’s request for input?73

A. Nicor Gas is strongly opposed to GCI’s proposal.  First, it is based on material omissions, 74

incorrect assumptions and faulty analysis.  Second, the proposed remedies are 75

inappropriate and unnecessary.  While ostensibly proposed to achieve fairness, GCI’s 76

proposal creates an explicit and harmful inequity:  the ability of customers to seek 77

refunds would be reinforced; whereas a utility’s ability to take various actions under 78

Part 280 based on “past due” amounts would be rigidly and unfairly cut off at two years.  79

I provided a graphic representation in Nicor Gas Ex. 2.1 that explained how Staff’s 80

proposed rule could allow customers to permanently avoid paying their gas bill by 81

stringing together multiple protections available under the rule.  GCI’s proposal would 82

cement the ability of customers to perpetually obtain service without paying their bills by 83

preventing a utility from taking any action whatsoever on delinquent balances more than 84

two years old.85

Q. Please explain how GCI’s proposal is based on material omissions, incorrect 86

assumptions and faulty analysis.87
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A. First, GCI asserts that although utilities will issue refunds, “rather than providing the full 88

amount due to a customer for the entire time frame of the overcharge as is called for in 89

the current regulation, the utilities provide a refund of two years of less.”  Marcelin-Remé90

Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 14:364-66.  In addition to the unsupported and speculative nature of 91

this assertion, GCI fails to mention that Section 9-252 of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) 92

provides that “[a]ll complaints for the recovery of damages shall be filed with the 93

Commission within 2 years from the time the produce, commodity or service as to which 94

complaint is made was furnished or performed .…”  220 ILCS 5/9-252.  It is my 95

understanding, based on the advice of counsel, that application of this requirement 96

prohibits claims for refunds after two years unless the time period specified in 97

Section 9-252.1 of the PUA applies.  Thus, GCI’s argument is inconsistent with statutory 98

provisions, and Nicor Gas intends to further address this issue in its briefs.  99

Second, the allegations regarding utility action and practices concerning past due 100

and credit amounts are contrary to my experience in Illinois generally, and absolutely 101

wrong in relation to Nicor Gas.  Nicor Gas has a consistent and evenly applied records 102

retention policy.  The Company does not have one policy for “refund” records and 103

another policy for “collection” records.  They are often the same documents.  Nicor Gas’ 104

interactions with customers are professional and respectful.  GCI’s claim that consumers 105

are only successful in receiving the full refund amount owed them by filing a formal 106

complaint with the Illinois Commerce Commission.  Marcelin-Remé Dir., CGI Ex. 2.0, 107

14:366-68.  Since only .001% of the Company’s customers call the Commission for 108

additional assistance to resolve a complaint (Grove Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, 6:114-17), 109

her charge rings hollow for Nicor Gas. 110
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Second, GCI continues to get it wrong in asserting that proposed 111

Section 280.110(b)(2) establishes a new two-year refund period.  Proposed 112

Section 280.110(b)(2) requires that utilities “retain billing records and ledgers that would 113

allow determining a refund or credit for a minimum of two years.”  Agnew/Howard 114

Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 30 (emphasis added).  As this subsection clearly states, it is a 115

simple minimum records retention requirement.  Moreover, nothing prevents a customer 116

from retaining its records for as long as he/she desires.  Finally, as mentioned above, GCI 117

fails to consider existing statutory requirements with respect to this issue.118

Q. What is the Company’s position on GCI’s recommendation to add the following119

sentence at the end of proposed Section 280.110(b)(1): “The utility shall use the 120

oldest records to determine the amount of the refund.”?  GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 30.121

A. The sentence is not needed and it should not be added.  As noted above, 122

Section 280.110(b)(1) already requires refunds “for the full period of time during which 123

an overcharge occurred,” and specifically allows use of either party’s “billing records that 124

would allow determining a refund or credit.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, 125

p. 30.  There is nothing in this proposed section that prohibits use of records of a certain 126

age, and a requirement to “use the oldest records” is more confusing than helpful.  GCI’s 127

phrasing seems to indicate that where records of different ages support different results, 128

the “oldest” records are to be used to make a determination.  To the extent errors were 129

detected and corrected, would this compel use of the older but erroneous records?  We 130

know this is not what GCI intended from its argument, but this illustrates that the 131

language is confusing and unnecessary and should not be added.132
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Q. What is the Company’s position on GCI’s recommendation to modify the definition 133

of “past due” as follows: “‘Past due’ means any amount unpaid for more than two 134

days beyond the due date on a customer’s utility account bill statement which is not 135

more than two years old.”?  GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 6.136

A. This proposed language change is inequitable and unreasonable, as explained above, and 137

would be harmful to utilities and other customers.  This edit has no reasonable relation to 138

the alleged “inequity” cited by GCI and is not needed.  Proposed Part 280 grants 139

significant rights based on the existence of “past due” amounts, and GCI’s proposal 140

significantly restricts the definition of “past due” amounts. This edit would have a 141

significant impact on bad debt, as a utility would lose significant rights to deny or 142

discontinue service for delinquent balances more than two years old.  Ultimately, this 143

harm would fall on those ratepayers who fund uncollectible expense.144

2. Interest on Refunds and Credits145

Q. Did Staff respond to the concerns expressed in your direct testimony regarding 146

Section 280.110(d) – Interest on Refunds and Credits?  Grove Dir., Nicor Gas 147

Ex. 2.0, 3:58-4:77.148

A. In part.  My direct testimony raised two issues regarding interest on refunds and credits.149

First, I explained that proposed Section 280.110(d) requires use of the interest rate 150

set by the Commission for customer deposits, and that this rate conflicts with the 151

Company’s Commission-approved interest rate reflected in its tariffs.  Staff responded to 152

the interest rate issue in a cursory fashion by simply concluding that rules should always 153

control over tariffs, and did not give any substantive basis for dismissing the Company’s 154
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concern.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 57:1312-58:1325.  Nicor Gas should be 155

allowed to use its Commission-approved and tariffed interest rate now in place for 156

refunds and credits.  Nicor Gas has been paying interest on credit balances for decades, 157

and has established systems and processes to implement this decision.  The proposed rule 158

should accommodate the Company’s existing practice in this regard.  The Commission’s 159

utility specific decisions, having taken into account specific facts and information relative 160

to the utility, should not – absent a significant problem that needs to be remedied—be 161

discarded and subjected to general, one size fits all guidelines.  Further, the Commission 162

approved the Company’s current tariffed interest rate notwithstanding that current Part 163

280 provided for use of the rate on deposits—the same rate proposed by Staff for 164

credits—for refunds and overcharges.  83 Ill. Adm. Code 280.75(b), 280.76.165

Second, I pointed out that the language of this subsection provides for interest to 166

“accrue over the full time period during which the overpayment occurred,” and that this 167

raised interpretation questions as well as application issues in a cancel and re-bill 168

situation.  The Company’s submits that no overpayment has occurred in a cancel and re-169

bill situation prior to the time that the cancel and re-bill occurs.  Additionally, there is no 170

mechanism in place to create credits retroactively in the Company’s system.  Based on 171

my review of Staff’s rebuttal testimony, Staff did not respond to the issue I raised 172

regarding cancel and re-bill situations.  173

Q. Have you identified any other issues regarding credit balances?174

A. Yes.  There are several situations where utilities may credit customers for payments from 175

third parties, but those funds have not actually been received from those third parties.  176

LIHEAP grants are one example.  Nicor Gas will credit customers for LIHEAP grants 177
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notwithstanding that Nicor Gas has not actually received such funds from the State of 178

Illinois.  Such “courtesy” credit balances should not be considered true credit balances for 179

which interest is paid to the customer.180

Q. What do you recommend at this time?181

A. I continue to recommend that the Commission allow Nicor Gas to continue to use its 182

Commission-approved and tariffed interest rate on credit balances.  I also continue to 183

recommend that Nicor Gas be allowed to pay interest on customer credit balances in the 184

same manner as today.  Finally, I further recommend that the foregoing recommendations 185

be implemented by adding language to that effect to proposed Section 280.110(d).  In the 186

alternative, for the cancel and re-bill/”courtesy” credit balance issues, the Commission 187

could also make an explicit ruling adopting and confirming the Company’s positions that 188

cancel and re-bill situations do not constitute an overpayment prior to the time that the 189

cancel and re-bill occurs and that “courtesy” credit balances do not constitute credit 190

balances subject to the payment of interest.  The specific language I recommend for 191

modification of Staff’s proposed Section 280.110(d) is as follows:192

d) Interest on refunds and credits: All refunds and credits, except for 193

credits resulting from the recognition of grants and other aid to be 194

received from third parties on behalf of a customer prior to the 195

actual receipt of such grants or aid, shall be accompanied with 196

interest calculated at the rates approved by the Commission for 197

refunds and credits in the utility’s tariffs or, if no such rate has 198

been approved by the Commission for the utility, at the rates set by 199

the Commission for customer deposits. Interest shall accrue over 200

the full time period during which the overpayment occurred and up 201

to the date upon which the refund is sent to the customer or the 202

credit issued to a customer’s account is consumed by future billing.  203

A credit balance that results from a cancel and re-bill shall not be 204

considered an overpayment for the period of time prior to the date 205

of the cancel and re-bill.206
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III. SUBPART J: MEDICAL CERTIFICATION207

A. SECTION 280.160 MEDICAL CERTIFICATION208

1. New Certification of Previously Certified Accounts209

Q. Did Staff respond to your proposal to limit the circumstances under which a new 210

certification of a previously certified account may occur?  Grove Dir., Nicor Gas 211

Ex. 2.0, 4:78-5:104.212

A. Yes.  The rebuttal testimony of Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard noted 213

that a number of parties raised concerns regarding the new certification of previously 214

certified accounts provisions, declared they were open to some movement on this issue, 215

openly sought some level of support for modification of these provisions from consumer 216

advocates, and sought comment from the parties in rebuttal before deciding to support or 217

oppose this change.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 84:1927-85:1942.218

Q. Do you have any additional comments on this issue?219

A. Yes.  As explained in my direct testimony (Grove Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, 4:78-5:104), 220

the Company objects to Staff’s proposed language allowing for new medical certification 221

of previously certified accounts either (i) when the total account balance has been 222

brought current, or (ii) 12 months from the beginning date of the prior certification has 223

passed.  By providing that a customer is eligible for an MPA by meeting just one of the 224

two conditions, Staff’s proposed language has created the last link for a customer to 225

become a perpetual non-paying customer.226

This issue is very significant to Nicor Gas.  In my experience, medical certificates 227

are the most abused process we have today and a source of concern for both utilities and 228
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Staff.  On the other hand, medical certificates serve a legitimate purpose for households 229

experiencing true medical emergencies.  If the rule is going to accommodate the desire of 230

some for liberal provisions with respect to obtaining and implementing medical 231

certification protections, this needs to be balanced with reasonable but definite limits on 232

the repeated use of medical certificates.  Otherwise, stricter controls would be needed to 233

address the misuse of medical certificates at the front end of the process.234

Staff’s proposal in its current form does not contain a reasonable limit on the 235

repeated use of medical certificates.  The proposed rule should be amended to limit new 236

certifications of previously certified accounts.  Nicor Gas proposed in direct testimony 237

that the proposed rule be modified to read as follows:238

New certification of previously certified accounts: Accounts that received 239

a prior valid medical certificate shall be eligible for new certification any 240

time after either: (1) the total account balance has been brought current; or241

and (2) 12 months from the beginning date of the prior certification has 242

passed.243

Grove Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, 5:94-104.  This proposal is reasonable and should be 244

adopted, and I urge Staff to accept this amendment.245

2. Customer Self Declaration of Medical Emergency246

Q. What is the Company’s response to GCI’s proposal that customers be permitted to 247

orally declare a medical certification to remain in effect for five business days?  248

Alexander Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 35:956-58.249

A. This recommendation is neither needed nor reasonable, and appears to serve no purpose.  250

A medical professional should be declaring the medical reason justifying the need for 251

service.  Certainly, a medical professional will be involved when medical emergencies 252

arise.  The proposed rule already provides that medical professionals may establish the 253
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initial certification by phone call.  I note that Staff declined to adopt this 254

recommendation, and Nicor Gas concurs.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 82:1876-255

86.256

Q. What is the Company’s position regarding GCI’s and AARP’s proposals to include 257

medical certification renewals (extending the certification period to 60 or 90 days), 258

and Staff’s counter proposal to increase certification duration to a flat 60 days?  259

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 83:1896-1906.260

A. There is no need to change the proposed rule in this regard.  By extending the total 261

certification time to 60 days or longer, the rule would merely prolong the debt owed on 262

the account to be paid.  The proposed rule provides for automatic medical payment 263

arrangements (“MPAs”), and customers will be allowed to have multiple regular DPAs 264

under other provisions of the proposed rule.  The need for MPAs is unclear, and the need 265

for yet another extension on top of all the other protections already provided is 266

unnecessary and unreasonable.267

Care must be taken to ensure that protections are focused and limited, and do not 268

needlessly facilitate or create chronic and perpetual re-certifications and disconnect 269

deferrals without payments.  As shown in Nicor Gas Exhibit 4.1, this is exactly what 270

Staff’s proposal would create—a perpetual process that prevents disconnection 271

notwithstanding a failure to make payment.  This result is bad for utilities and ratepayers 272

alike.273
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Q. Please summarize the Company’s position on medical certifications.274

A. The proposed rule with the modifications recommended by Nicor Gas addresses all 275

legitimate concerns.276

 Initial certification is allowable by phone with a provision for written 277

confirmation.278

 This is not an ideal situation for utilities, but is still a considerable improvement 279

because (1) it states what the rule is, and (2) it allows a customer a 30 day period 280

to address medical concerns without concern of disconnection of service.281

 Multiple extensions allow for and contribute to confusion, tracking issues and 282

abuse, and should not be included.283

 The proposed payment plans are considered reasonable and were represented as a 284

consensus item in the workshops.285

The proposed rule for medical certifications with the limited modifications proposed by 286

Nicor Gas is reasonable, fairly balances the divergent interest of all stakeholders, 287

addresses existing concerns without creating new issues, and should be adopted by the 288

Commission.289

IV. SUBPART M: COMPLAINT PROCEDURES290

A. SECTION 280.220 UTILITY COMPLAINT PROCESS291

1. Escalation Notification292

Q. Please summarize the Company’s concern with Staff’s proposed Section 280.220?  293

Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, pp. 59-61.294

A. Section 280.220(i)(1) provides that “[t]he utility personnel answering a customer 295

complaint shall, upon the customer’s non-acceptance of the resolution, advise the 296

customer of the right to escalate the complaint to supervisory personnel for further 297

review and response.”  Id. (emphasis added).  As indicated in my direct testimony (Nicor 298
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Gas Ex. 2.0, 5:105-7:143), Staff’s proposed language for Section 280.220(i)(1) is a 299

“solution seeking a problem” that would micromanage utility processes.  Only a very 300

small number of customer complaints (.001%) escalate to the point where the customer 301

calls the Commission.  Staff’s proposed language would likely undermine the ability of 302

the Company’s customer service representatives to manage the customer concern, could 303

needlessly double the number of customers seeking an escalation of the matter, and, 304

ultimately, further frustrate the customer when they receive the same answer from a 305

supervisor.  Staff’s proposal likely will also require the Company to incur additional 306

expense to have the necessary “supervisory” personnel available to identify and address a 307

greater volume of requests to speak to a supervisor.308

Q. How did Staff respond?309

A. Staff did not dispute my position, but instead indicated the following:310

Staff observes that, in our experience, problems arise due to the 311

unavailability of supervisory personnel to take consumers escalated calls. 312

Our primary intent in our proposed subsection 280.220 i) is to ensure this 313

availability. Because some customers may also not be fully aware of their 314

rights, we included the requirement that utility customer service notify a 315

customer of supervisory availability when the customer does not accept 316

the answer provided by customer service.317

Staff Ex. 2.0, 91:2085-2090.  Staff’s concern of unavailable supervisory personnel is not 318

an issue for Nicor Gas, and Staff’s proposal may contribute to such an issue as customers 319

will be unnecessarily encouraged to escalate matters that were full addressed by the 320

customer service representative.  Moreover, with the prevalence of “call centers” to take 321

care of numerous retail consumer issues, it is highly unlikely that a Nicor Gas customer 322

would not know they can ask to speak to a supervisor if they are unsatisfied with their 323

response from the customer service representative.  For all the foregoing reasons, I 324
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continue to recommend that the sentence in Section 280.220(i)(1) quoted above be325

deleted. 326

2. Complaint Number327

Q. Please describe Staff’s new proposal regarding customer complaints.328

A. In response to a recommendation by GCI, Staff added a new paragraph (j) to proposed 329

Section 280.220.  GCI Ex. 2.0, 20:530-35; Staff Ex. 2.0, 91:2092-92:2097.  That new 330

paragraph reads as follows: “All customer complaints must be assigned a complaint 331

number which is retained by the utility for a period of two years.”  Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, 332

p. 61.333

Q. What is the Company’s response to this new proposal?334

A. Nicor Gas customer service representatives already enter a “customer contact” onto a 335

customer’s account indicating the specifics of any complaint.  There is no need to create a 336

separate complaint number. This would be burdensome to do and unnecessary.  As long 337

as the customer has a Nicor Gas account number the complaint can be tracked 338

effectively.   Nicor Gas recommends deletion of new paragraph (j) of proposed Section 339

280.220.340

V. ESTIMATED COST TO IMPLEMENT STAFF’S PROPOSED CHANGES341

Q. Do you have any changes or updates to the costs that Nicor Gas estimates it will 342

incur to modify its information technology (“IT”) and business process systems in 343

order to implement the proposed changes to Part 280?344

A. Yes.  In my direct testimony, I presented an estimate of $7 million to deploy the345

necessary information technology (“IT”) modifications to implement Staff’s proposed 346
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changes to Part 280.  I have no updates of changes to this estimate based on the new 347

changes to proposed Part 280 reflected in Staff’s rebuttal testimony.  I would note, 348

however, that my IT cost estimate is separate from, and does not include, the billing 349

system costs discussed by Nicor Gas witness Mr. Kirby in Nicor Gas Ex. 6.0.  I also 350

testified in direct that Nicor Gas estimated that it would incur an additional $4 million in 351

annual operating expenses to implement Staff’s proposed rule.  Nicor Gas has updated its 352

estimate from an increase of $4 million to an increase of $6.7 million in additional annual 353

operating expenses to implement Staff’s proposed rule with the additional requirements 354

recommended by various Intervenors.  If Intervenors’ proposed changes were adopted it 355

would require over 75 complex and cross functional business changes.356

VI. TIME NECESSARY TO MAKE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND 357

BUSINESS PROCESS CHANGES TO IMPLEMENT PROPOSED CHANGES358

Q. In your direct testimony you recommended a deferred effective date for Staff’s 359

proposed rule based on the substantial work in order to modify IT systems and 360

business processes to comply with the proposal, and estimated that it will take 361

approximately 18-24 months to make all of the necessary IT and process changes.  362

Grove Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, 8:161-9:188.  Did Staff respond to your proposal?363

A. Based upon my review of Staff’s testimony, it does not appear that Staff responded to this 364

proposal.365

Q. What do you recommend at this time?366

A. The need for time to implement Staff’s proposed rule is real and unavoidable.  While the 367

exact scope of work required cannot be known until there is a final rule, the current 368

version of Staff’s proposed rule appears to be increasing rather than decreasing the 369
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necessary work.  My original estimate is conservative and does not include the work that 370

may be required for new billing systems as discussed in the rebuttal testimony of Nicor 371

Gas witness Mr. Kirby (Nicor Gas Ex. 5.0).  I recommend that the Commission add a 372

new Section 280.15 to Part 280 entitled “Compliance” to specify that utilities shall have 373

2 years after the effective date of new Part 280 to comply with all Sections that require it 374

to modify its existing IT and business processes to come into compliance:375

Section 280.15 Compliance376

Each utility subject to this Part shall have two (2) years after the effective 377

date of this Part to comply with all Sections that require it to modify its 378

existing IT and business processes to come into compliance.379

VII. CONCLUSION380

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony?381

A. Yes.382




